ABSTRACT Sub-Nyquist sampling is a common means of interfering with inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging, which has been validated for the feasibility of 1-D compressive sensing (CS) ISAR imaging. In order to overcome the high computational complexity of 1-D CS-based ISAR imaging, the coupled 2-D CS algorithms are utilized to achieve ISAR imaging directly which has been proposed recently. In this paper, sub-Nyquist sampling jamming signals are utilized to induce multiple false-target ISAR images by using the coupled 2-D-CS algorithm. The jamming signals, which are formed by the intercepted radar signals under the sub-Nyquist sampling theorem and scattered by moving targets, are collected by ISAR to establish a 2-D super resolution model, and the finally reconstructed ISAR images are induced and show that the deceptive false-target images retaining the real target information. Simulated trails and real data of a Yak-42 plane are used to validate the correctness of the analyses and the finally well-focused false-target images greatly support the effectiveness of the sub-Nyquist sampling idea in the countermeasures of ISAR with coupled 2-D CS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) has become an important detecting and recognize technique by reconstructing a two-dimensional intensity image of maneuvering targets (such as ships and aircraft) in the range and cross-range domain, which can be utilized in air traffic control, remote sensing of satellites et al with the conditions of all-weather and all-day [1] , [2] . The linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal is the large time bandwidth product signal, and widely used in wideband imaging radars [4] . In the conventional range Doppler imaging, the high range resolution can be obtained via pulse compression and take Fourier transform in cross range to get final radar images, but this way needs many measurements in both fast and slow time domains. So radar imaging with the compressed sensing (CS) theory had been proposed, which states that the sparse signals are able to reconstruct exactly from limited measurements by solving a sparsity constrained optimization problem with a high probability, many researches have adopted CS in ISAR imaging to achieve high resolution and well-focused images using sparse aperture wideband data [5] - [7] . Gu et al. [8] adopted dual-channel CS-based dechirping (CS-D) to achieve HRRPs of V-FM waveforms. In the framework, the highresolution HRRPs reconstruct by solving a norm convex optimization problem and use Fourier transform (FT) in azimuth direction to obtain final 2D ISAR images. In [9] , an SR-based denoising method is proposed to obtain radar HRRP, which can effectively improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the echoes. In [10] and [11] , the sparse Bayesian learning (SBL)-based algorithms are used for azimuth imaging. However, the above methods are the sparsity-based high range or azimuth resolution imaging methods, which are very time consuming because of the high computational complexity and sensitive to noise. To avoid above disadvantages, two-dimension (2D) coupled imaging methods have been proposed [12] - [15] . Li et al. [14] propose a novel 2D convex optimization-based compressive sensing method, which is called 2D-FFISTA, and apparently reduce the memory usage. The 2D-SL0 algorithm is proposed by Ghaffari et al. [18] , and utilized in joint ISAR two dimensional imaging in [17] . A faster 2D super resolution ISAR imaging method, named CNLBI-TRD, is put forward in [16] , which converts complex-valued dictionaries into real-valued ones unitary transformations to decrease the computational complexity effectively.
Currently, jamming technique has widely applied in ISAR imaging to prevent targets to be detected and recognized, and deceptive jamming is one kind of jamming types in electronic countermeasures. This way generates same false targets as real target, makes the identification become difficult, reduces the power request at the same time. In signal processing, the sampling rate must satisfy Nyquist sampling theory to keep signal from distortion. Sub-Nyquist sampling jamming technique for ISAR image had proposed in [19] with a lower rate. In [20] , sub-Nyquist sampling is used in bistatic ISAR to generate a series of deceptive false target images.
This framework is a continuation of [21] - [23] , which study on sub-Nyquist sampling jamming idea against ISAR imaging. In [21] , the CS-based ISAR algorithms were applied to reconstruct the Doppler profiles in the cross-range domain and the effect of sub-Nyquist sampling rate on the number of false-target images was revealed after the radar signals were intercepted and under-sampled in the fast-time domain. In [22] , the sub-Nyquist sampling jamming against ISAR with HRRP reconstructions via CS-based matched filtering (CS-MF) in the fast-time domain, where reveals the characteristics of under-sampled jamming signals and validates sub-Nyquist sampling jamming idea was demonstrated in ISAR with CS-MF range compression. The influence of sub-Nyquist jamming on ISAR with chirp waveform is investigated in [23] , where the CS-based dechirping (CS-D) algorithm is utilized in HRRP reconstruction of sub-Nyquist sampling signals. As the 2D coupled compressive sensing algorithms can be applied in ISAR imaging, the remaining question is whether the sub-Nyquist jamming still works 2D-CS algorithm adopted in ISAR imaging. This paper discusses the signals' two dimensional super resolution (SR) model under sub-Nyquist sampling theorem, and obtain the false target images based on two dimensional coupled compressive sensing (2D-CS). We establish ISAR echoes under sub-Nyquist sampling as a 2D coupled super resolution (2D-SR) model in the range and azimuth domains with analyzing the characteristic of echoes. Then adopt 2D-CS algorithm to achieve ISAR imaging directly, and false target images will be induced along the down range direction on the ISAR imaging plane, which increase difficulty of ISAR imaging target recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the signal 2D SR model is established of ISAR echoes. Section III is devoted to the 2D sparse reconstruction of sub-Nyquist sampling jamming signals via two dimensional compressive sensing algorithm. Simulated results and measured data are carried out in Section IV and Section V respectively to validate the effectiveness of the jamming ideal. The conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. TWO DIMENSIONAL SIGNAL MODEL AND 2D-CS IMAGING
In this section, we firstly establish ISAR echoes as a 2D coupled super-resolution (SR) model in the range and azimuth domains after analyzing the characteristic of echoes. Then we adopt a 2D-CS algorithm to obtain the final two dimensional images directly. We suppose that we have previously compensate the target's translation motion, which is defined as the movement of the target along the range axis of the radar. So we can regard the target as a turntable imaging model, the geometry of monostatic ISAR imaging is illustrated in Fig.1 , The local coordinate system xoy is on the moving target and the point o of the moving target is chosen as the origin. The radar line of light (LOS) is set as the y axis. The moving target has the circular motion with a constant rotation rate of w rad/s and the distance from target scatter point to o is denoted as R 0 . The dash line represents the initial position of target, and the solid line represents the position after a rotation angle θ (t).
Linear frequency modulation(LFM) waveform which is large time wide bandwidth product signal is commonly utilized in modern radar systems. The transmitted LFM waveform can be written in a form as
Where f 0 is the frequency of carrier wave, t m is the slow time,t represents the fast time, t is the full time and t = t − t m . Supposed that the pulse repetition interval (PRI) of radar is T PRI , then t m = mT PRI . γ is the chirp rate, T p is the pulse duration and bandwidth B = γ T P .
Supposed that the target is situated as the far field of the radar, the instantaneous range between scatter i(x, y) and 55694 VOLUME 6, 2018 radar during a short CPI can be approximated by
The echo of point scatterer i can be written as
Where σ is the scattering coefficient of point i, R represents the distance between radar and the point i, and c is the speed of the electromagnetic wave.
To reduce the received effective bandwidth, dechirping is employed on receiver, the reference signal can be expressed as 
Where R = R − R ref , and we set R ref = R 0 . The first exponential of s if (t, t m ) is the range items which produce beat frequency
that is proportional to range. The second exponential of s if (t, t m ) is residual video phase (RVPs) and the third exponential account for Doppler shift. The RVP can be removed by the translation motion compensation (TMC) algorithm.
Since there are a few prominent scattering centers occupy the final 2D range-azimuth imaging plane, and we can deem that the image is always sparse or compressible. Then the 2D-coupled SR model of target echoes is established. We assume that the target consists of I strong scatterers. Remove the constant terms and RVP, ignore the influence of wt m on the range image under the case of limited bandwidth and small angle that the scatterers points do not have migration through resolution cell. We get the target's echoes as following
Whereσ (x, y) denotes the complex amplitude of the point i(x, y), which is
For (7), we can use 2D Fourier Transform(2D-FFT) to get the final 2D images, but it needs a long data collect time to achieve high resolution ISAR imaging, this is difficult for a non-cooperative and maneuvering target in realistic scenes. So many two-dimension compressive sensing algorithms are proposed to solve this problem.
And we can see that the scattering coefficient of point i is relative to the fast time and slow time, which means that it is relative to down range domain and azimuth domain.
Next, we will discrete equation (7), the discrete expression of
where N is the number of range samples (range bins), M is the number of emitted pulses (azimuth samples). Scattering distribution functionσ (x, y) is discretely represented as a two-dimensional scattering rate distribution matrix
Then we let ρ x denotes azimuth resolution, ρ y represents range resolution, and θ is imaging accumulation angle, B is the bandwidth, f is the frequency sampling interval. Thus we can get equation as following
Take (9) into (7), we can get the discrete form of the ISAR observation signal model
nk Nr (10) Take the noise into consideration, the 2D discrete expression of ISAR acquisition signal are described as following
Where The common way to solve(10) is using the Kronecker product and vectorisation operation convert 2D-coupled SR model into 1D one. Then (10) is rewritten as :s = x, where s = vec (S), x = vec (X), = ⊗ and vec(·) denotes the vectorization of a matrix, which converts the matrix into a column vector, ⊗ stands for Kronecker product. In order to decrease the memory usage, some 2D compressive sensing algorithms have been proposed to solve two-dimension reconstruction directly. In this framework, we adopt 2D-SL0 algorithm to reconstruct the ISAR image and the detailed steps can be seen in [18] . So we solve the 2D-coupled SR model to obtain ISAR image based on a 2D nonconvex optimization problem, which shows as following
Where 0 denotes the number of non-zero components in X, F represents the Frobenius norm of a matrix, and then ε is a small constant.
III. TWO DIMENSIONAL SIGNAL MODEL AND 2D-CS IMAGING OF SUB-NYQUIST SAMPLING JAMMING SIGNALS
Sub-Nyquist sampling signals can be seen as containing a lot of impulse sequences, which is with the interval T s . Fig.2 shows the Nyquist and sub-Nyquist sampling signals. The sub-Nyquist sampling signal can be written as Where T s be the sampling interval and is much larger than the Nyquist sampling interval, f s = The geometry of radar, the moving target and jammer is shown in Fig.3 . The distance from target center o to the jammer is denoted as R J , and the α represents the angle between R 0 and R J . We suppose R t is the propagation range of the scattering center i(x, y) from the jammer to the radar, which is
The echo of scatter center i(x, y) on the target with sub-Nyquist sampling signal can be received by the radar, which is
The compressed jamming signals after dechirping in time domain is given as following
For (16), we take the similar analysis and processing as (6), the target consists of I strong scatterers, and we get the 2D-coupled SR model as follows 
So from (7) and (17), we can see that the biggest difference is the value ofσ (x, y) andσ J (x, y), the latter is repetitive in a pulse repetition interval, which results in the effect of deception interference in the final ISAR imaging.
Then we get the discrete expression of s J (t, t m ), which is
where N is the number of range samples (range bins), M is the number of emitted pulses (azimuth samples). And we get the two-dimensional scattering rate distribution matrix (9) into (17), acquire the discrete expression of (17), which is
nk Nr (19) Take the noise into consideration, the 2D discrete expression of sub-Nyquist sampling ISAR acquisition signal are described as following
Where X J ∈ C N r ×N a represents the interested complex deceptive interference ISAR image which contains N r range bins and N a Doppler frequency cells, and other vectors have same meaning as (11) .
Use same method as (12) to solve two dimensional coupled sparse reconstruction under 2D-coupled SR model, which is min
Through solve this 2D nonconvex optimization problem by using 2D-SL0 algorithm, we can obtain deceptive ISAR images to analyze the characterizes of jamming.
In [21] - [23] , it has illustrated the interval of two adjacent false-target images, which shows as follow
If we take Fourier transform (18) , then convert into range domain as following, we will get the same results like (22) .
Where ϕ represents the residual phase. Suppose that the image region occupies R along down range direction, and the maximum number of false target is given as
After the analysis above, this implies that the sub-Nyquist jamming against ISAR with two coupled dimensional compressive sensing is still available, and the false target images can be obtained with less samples and calculation.
IV. SIMULATED RESULTS
In this section, ISAR imaging results of the Yak-42 model via RD and 2D-SL0 are addressed to verify the correctness of the analyses. The X-band radar at 10GHz transmits a LFM waveform with bandwidth is 300MHz, and the pulse-width is 100us. The down-range resolution is ρ r = The ISAR images via RD and 2D-SL0 without subNyquist sampling are shown in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b) , respectively.
A. IMAGING RESULTS VERSUS SUB-NYQUIST SAMPLING FREQUENCY
We use different groups of sub-Nyquist sampling frequency (f s = 1MHz, and 0.8MHz) in the following simulations to VOLUME 6, 2018 verify the correctness of the analyses in section III. According to (22) and (24) 
B. IMAGING RESULTS VERSUS SNR
In the realistic scenario, the echoes include the desired signal and noise will be collected by the radar, we add the desired signals and Gaussian distributed complex noise with different SNRs into the jamming signal to characterize the performance of the jamming idea. The simulated results with three different SNRs (5, 0, −5dB) are plotted in Fig.7 .
It can be noted that the real target image and the false-target images are both formed in a dense way in the case of high SNR via 2D-SL0 algorithm, but the scattering centers of both the real target and false-target images are missing with the decrease of SNR, as shown in Fig.7 .
The simulated results validate the feasibility of 2D-SL0 in ISAR imaging with sub-Nyquist sampling jamming and show the false-target images are similar to the real target image. 
V. MEASUERD DATA PROCESSING
In this section, the measured data of Yak-42 aircraft is applied to validate the sub-Nyquist sampling jamming against ISAR imaging with 2D-CS reconstruction. The collected data of moving Yak-42 plane is recoded by a C-band radar with the bandwidth is 400MHz, the pulse duration is 25.6us and the PRF is 100Hz, the pulse width is 133us. The received data consists of 306 range-cells and down-range resolution is ρ r = 3×10 8 2×4×10 8 = 0.375m, so R = 306 × 0.375 = 114.75m in the down range direction. The RD and 2D-SL0 images are shown in Fig.8(a) and Fig.8(b) . We can see that the 2D-SL0 based image shown in Fig.8(b) has fine resolution than the RD-based image shown in Fig.8(a) . Fig.9 . There are three and four false target images in Fig.9 (a)(b) and Fig.9(c)(d) , respectively, which confirms the theoretical analyses. The false-target images via 2D-SL0 are obvious with fine resolution as illuminated in Fig.9 (b) and (d) than another method.
B. IAMGING RESULTS VERSUS REPEATER PERCENT
Two methods are utilized to achieve ISAR image with a constant sub-Nyquist sampling jamming (f s = 1MHz), under using different repeater percent of all received pulses by jammer (about 60% and 30%). The echo data matrix received by radar receiver after sampling and imaging results show in Fig.10 , it notes that the sub-Nyquist sampling jamming still works by two methods with incomplete repeater echo data and aliasing exists in the cross range domain, and the more data jammer repeats, the better the interference effect is. But 2D-SL0 has better performance in ISAR imaging with sub-Nyquist sampling jamming.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the two dimensional super-resolution (2D-SR) is established and ISAR imaging is achieved by coupled twodimensional compressive sensing. The novelty is to analyze the sub-Nyquist sampling jamming signals scattered by the target and its influence on ISAR imaging with 2D-SL0. Multiple false-target images will be induced by the sub-Nyquist sampling jamming signals in 2D-CS-Based ISAR system just like in the RD-based ISAR but with fine resolution. The results of simulations and real data experiments validate the correctness of the analyses in this framework. This paper shows that the 2D-CS method, utilizing limited pulses to reconstruct final images of the target directly, is applied in the ISAR system, sub-Nyquist sampling jamming associated with the scatter-wave is still effective.
